Updates:

AIRA Standards & Interoperability Steering Committee (Craig Newman)

- Identified information of NDC codes
- New Meaningful use will need 3 NDC codes
- Need to identify format of codes
- Pros and cons for all
- Format that has to be sent and received
- SISC is not receiving overwhelming support
- Looking for feedback on document
- Formal approval needed
- If not at this meeting, can he share the document
- New topics that we need to be looking at.
- New timeline for implementation guide 1.5
- Evolving information that needs to be clarified
- Critical when next release is made
- Small group that will decide timeline
- Should have approval in February
- Codes and code sets are integral part and we need to understand
- Complex topic with interoperability
- Need to come up with tools and processes
- Complex for vocabulary
- If the audience can come up with comments or requests, they would like to hear them

IIS Interoperability Testing Project: Nathan Bunker

- Nathan discussed interoperability and shared a presentation on IIS Interoperability project — view the PowerPoint presentation as a reference.
- HL7 Workgroup Meeting: Nathan Bunker
- Nathan Bunker gave a HL7 WGM update and discussed FHIR efforts — He asked if there were questions — there were none

Training Topics:

A presentation on how deduplication is supported despite messaging standards for both patients and vaccinations: Eric Larson

- Vaccine deduplication
- ORC-3 filler Order #
- Use ORC-3 for sending organization
- Unique ID for vaccine ID
- RXA-21 action – update/add/delete
- Version 2.3.1 didn’t use
- Version 2.5.1 is conditional
- Will now be required going further A/U/D
- Poll results:
  - Does your IIS use in any capacity ORC-3:
• 62% - No
  o Does your IIS support updates and Deletes (RXA-21) action codes:
    ▪ 54% both update and delete
  o What is preferred when fixing inaccurate data – RXA w/Delete or RXA/w Update:
    ▪ 58% - RXA/w Update

Question and Answer

• Question – can you add/delete/update in one message?
• Kevin – need to delete and then add – can’t do reverse
• Are the IIS’s storing deletes in their history logs?
• Are locations using IN1 and IN2 segments – most No
• Automatic deduplication – can duplicate in advance

Next Topic

• Poll Results
  o Do you plan to use an HIE:
    ▪ 67% yes
  o Presentations for the future
    ▪ VUX update messages – 22%
    ▪ QBP query messages – 33%
    ▪ Message forecast results – 44%

Next Call: February 11, 2016 – 2:00-3:00 pm EST